2017 Fall GAP Offerings: All 3 credit hours.

1. **Neuromarketing**: Work with local company Metronet to test products and services through state of the art neuromarketing equipment. Coaches: Dr. Lora Becker and Dr. Jill Griffin, Psychology. T/Th 2:45pm – 4:00pm. KC 124. GAP 300-01.

2. **Alternative Energy**: Learn how to conduct energy audits on local homes and businesses, and use thermal imaging and other tools to help a corporate client identify efficient uses of alternative energy. Coach: Dr. Angela Reisetter, Physics. T/Th 11-12:15pm. KC 102. ES 240 (Cross Listed as GAP 310-01).

3. **Alternate Transportation Grid**: Be a part of downtown Evansville’s revitalization by working with City Engineers to create a public information campaign and design for a new transportation and infrastructure grid. Coaches: Don Jones, VP of Marketing and Tommy Housman, Graphic Designer. Day/time TBD on students’ availability. Room TBD. GAP 310-02.

4. **Infant Mortality**: Save lives by working with the Health Department to identify communication strategies that will lower our region’s infant mortality rate. Coach: Dr. Mark Shifflet, Communications. Mondays 6-9pm. Room SB 173. GAP 310-03.

5. **Infant Hearing**: Conduct sound testing on popular toys and work with local hospitals to develop a strategy to educate parents and reduce infant hearing loss. Coach: Dr. Mary Wylie, Music. MWF 12-12:50pm. FA 142. GAP 310-04.

6. **Diversity House**: Help design the programming and structure of the new Diversity House on Weinbach: a place where students of all backgrounds and interests can gather. Coach: Ms. LaNeeca Williams, Chief Diversity Officer. T/Th 4:00-5:30pm. SB 250. GAP 310-06.

7. **Tiny Homes for All**: Coaches: Dr. Mark Valenzuela and John East (alumni). Conduct initial research and establish community partnerships that will lead to the creation of sustainable permanent-supportive housing to reduce homelessness in the Evansville area. MW 4:00 – 5:15 pm, Room TBD. GAP 310-07.

8. **Changemaker Training**: Learn by doing. Learn creative problem solving, improvisational techniques, proven methods to help you think quickly, spontaneously, and creatively, study transformative action in your own life and then apply those skills to solving a problem you see in the real world. Coach: Ms. Erin Lewis, Program Director, Institute for Global Enterprise. T/Th 2:45-4:00pm. KC 131. GAP 310-08